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1. Introduction
Perturbation theory is taught in every text book but its actual calculation could be
very complicated. This is particularly so for gauge theories where the presence of spin,
and possibly color, come in to tangle up the algebra. The fact that many gauge-dependent
terms occur in the intermediate steps do not help the situation either. Such complexity
grows at an alarming rate with the number n of external particles and with the number ℓ
of loops. For example, the number of terms in a QCD 2 → 6 gluon process is estimated
already to be half a billion, even when no loop nor fermion is present. This is a serious
problem that cannot be ignored because large n and ℓ 6= 0 calculations are unavoidable
in high energy and high precision experiments. If polarized cross-sections are measured
helicity amplitudes are needed as well, and this adds further to the complications. With
such an amount of complexity even large computers are powerless. This makes it imperative
to find new ways to overcome or to reduce computational difficulties in loops, with large
n, and for polarized amplitudes.
In this connection there were two important advances in the last decade. This is
the discovery of the spinor helicity technique [1–21] and the realization of the power
of superstring calculations [22–25]. With the help of these new techniques previously
uncalculable processes can now be computed. For example, exact tree amplitudes for
e++e− → µ++µ−+nγ can now be obtained provided all photons carry the same helicity.
Exact n-gluon tree amplitudes in the absence of fermions are given by the Parke-Taylor
formula, which is valid if all but at most two of the n outgoing gluons have the same he-
licities. These and other tree processes were calculated using the spinor helicity technique
[1–21]. One-loop four and five polarized gluon amplitudes have now been obtained from
superstring calculations [22–25].
In its original form, the spinor helicity technique cannot be used beyond the tree
approximation. It is also difficult to carry out superstring calculations beyond one loop
or to include external fermions. These limitations have now been overcome using para-
metric representations [26,27]. As a result, spinor helicity technique can now be applied
to any number of loops [26]. A field-theoretic substitute for superstring calculations is
now available to allow simplifications found in one-loop superstring calculations to be ex-
tended to multiloop amplitudes, with or without external fermions [27]. We shall call this
field-theoretic substitute string reorganization.
The main purpose of this paper is to review these two recent developments. Although
most of the crucial points have been made before [26,27], there are nevertheless a number
of new formulas, new proofs, and new details added to this article. This includes the
use of spinor paths in Sec. 4, the new differential circuit identities in Appendix A and
the corresponding new proof of the stringlike formulas. A technical restriction appeared
earlier [27] governing the use of the multiloop stringlike formula has now been removed,
and stringlike formulas have also been generalized to QCD. Local gauge invariance for
internal vertices are shown in Appendix D, a new interpretation of gauge invariance as
proper-time reparametrization invariance has been put forward. Finally, a perturbative
proof of the off-shell Gordon identity is given in Appendix E.
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In order to fulfil the dual role of a review article, that of giving an elementary intro-
duction to the basic ideas and results, but at the same time being reasonably detailed and
self-contained to be useful to workers in the field, the article is divided into the main text
and the appendices. The main text, from Sec. 2 to Sec. 5, contains a discussion of the
motivations, the problems, and the solutions. The proofs and other finer details are to be
found in the appendices.
The methods to be discussed in this article are applicable to any gauge theory, but
for simplicity of presentation we shall confine ourselves here to QED and QCD. In the rest
of this section, we shall give a brief account of these two new developments.
The spinor helicity technique makes use of the fact that external fermion masses
can be neglected in high energy collisions. In that case helicity and chirality are both
conserved and the multichannel spin problem reduces to a one-channel problem (see Sec. 4.1
for details). The technique can be used as long as all the internal momenta are linear
combinations of the massless external momenta, which is so for tree but not for loop
amplitudes. This is why in its original form the technique can only be applied to tree
but not loop diagrams. There is however nothing against internal particles to be massive,
so the technique is equally applicable for massive W and Z exchanges, as well as their
productions if their subsequent decays into (nearly) massless particles are also included in
the diagram.
The main idea in the recent development [26] is to write the loop amplitudes in the
Schwinger-parameter representation (or the related Feynman-parameter representation)
rather than the conventional momentum-space representation. This avoids the presence
of off-shell loop momenta and allows the spinor helicity technique to be used (see Sec. 4).
This approach is practical because amplitudes in parametric representations can be written
down just as easily as amplitudes in momentum representations [28–32] (see Sec. 2).
The main avenue for carrying out string reorganization of multiloop amplitudes [27]
is again the Schwinger-parameter representation, though the reason is now different: the
Schwinger proper-time parameters turn out to be just the proper time τ of a superstring
in the infinite tension limit. It is therefore not surprising that string reorganization takes
place in the parametric rather than the momentum-space framework (see Secs. 3 to 5). It
turns out that the use of Schwinger representation does not by itself give all the string
reorganizations. The use of differential circuit identities, discussed in Appendix A, is
essential to obtaining the full result.
In this connection it is crucial to recognize the importance of electric circuit theory
(see Appendix A). A Feynman diagram can be regarded as an electric circuit [28–32]:
the Schwinger or Feynman parameters are the resistances, the external momenta are the
currents flowing in or out of the network, and the internal momenta are currents along the
internal lines. The scattering amplitude in parametric representations can be expressed in
terms of circuit quantities like power, currents, etc. Knowledge of the relationship between
these quantities can lead to simplification of the scattering amplitudes, as will be seen in
the rest of this article. Such knowledge includes not only formulas contained in electrical
engineering text books, but also differential circuit identities not normally found in the
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literature.
From a field-theoretic point of view, string reorganization accomplishes two things.
First, it puts internal and spacetime variables on a somewhat equal footing: they are all
flows (current flow, spin flow, color flow, etc.) on the network (see Secs. 3 and 4). Secondly,
it succeeds in making local gauge invariance transparent (see Sec. 5 and Appendix D). As
a byproduct of the latter, one also sees the possibility of interpreting gauge invariance as
a reparametrization invariance in the proper-time variable. This is discussed in Appendix
D, between eqs. (D10) and (D11).
2. Scattering Amplitudes
The scattering amplitude for a Feynman diagram in d = 4 − ǫ dimensions with n
vertices, N internal lines, and ℓ loops is
A =
[ −iµǫ
(2π)d
]ℓ ∫ ℓ∏
a=1
(ddka)
S0(q, p)∏N
r=1(−q2r +m2r − iǫ)
, (2.1)
where ka (1 ≤ a ≤ ℓ) are the loop momenta, qr, mr (1 ≤ r ≤ N) are the momenta and
masses of the internal lines, and pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the conserved external momenta
satisfying
n∑
i=1
pi = 0 . (2.2)
For convenience an external momentum pi has been assigned to each vertex. If a vertex is
internal, we simply have to set the corresponding pi = 0 at the end.
The numerator function S0(q, p) contains everything except the denominators of the
propagators. Specifically, it is the product of the vertex factors, numerators of propagators,
wave functions of the external lines, symmetry factor, and the signs associated with closed
fermion loops. All the i’s and (2π)’s have been included in the factor before the integral.
The internal momenta qr are linear combinations of pi and ka. In the case of tree
diagrams, ka is absent, so
qr ≡
∑
i
Iripi (2.3)
is given by a linear combination of the external momenta alone. It is this absence of ka that
enables the spinor helicity technique to be applied to tree diagrams. See Sec. 4. To use this
technique on loop diagrams, it is necessary to get rid of the ka-dependence of qr [26]. This
can be accomplished by introducing the Feynman parameters αr, one per internal line,
so the loop integrations can be explicitly carried out. The resulting Feynman-parameter
representation reads [30]
A =
∫
[DFα]∆(α)
−d/2S¯(q, p)Γ
(
N − dℓ
2
)
[D(α, p)]
−N+dℓ/2
,
∫
[DFα] ≡
[
µǫ
(4π)d/2
]ℓ( N∏
r=1
dαr
)
δ
(
N∑
r=1
αr − 1
)
,
3
M ≡
N∑
r=1
αrm
2
r ,
D(α, p) =M − P (α, p) ,
S¯(q, p) =
∑
k≥0
ik
Γ
(
N − dℓ
2
− k)
Γ
(
N − dℓ2
) D(α, p)kSk(q, p) . (2.4)
S0(q, p) is the same function as the one appearing in (2.1), except that qr is now given by
(2.3), with ka absent and its dependence replaced by the dependence of the coefficients Iri
on the α’s. It, along with other quantities in (2.4), can be computed using electric circuit
theory. See Appendix A. If the Feynman diagram is regarded as an electric circuit, αr as
the resistance of the rth internal line and pi as the current flowing out of the ith vertex,
then qr is the current flowing through the rth line and P is the power consumed by the
network. Thus
P =
N∑
r=1
αrq
2
r =
n∑
i,j=1
Zij(α)pi ·pj , (2.5)
where Zij(α) is the impedance matrix. The quantity ∆ is the discriminant appearing in
all these circuit quantities.
Suppose the numerator function S0(q, p) is a polynomial in q of degree e. Then Sk(q, p)
is defined to be a polynomial in q of degree e− 2k, obtained from S0(q, p) by contracting
k pairs of q’s in all possible ways and summing over all the contracted results. The rule
for contracting a pair of q’s is:
qµr q
ν
s → −
i
2
Hrs(α)g
µν ≡ qµr ⊔ qνs . (2.6)
The circuit quantities in (2.4) and (2.6) are given explicitly by the following formulas
[30]:
∆(α) =
∑
T1
(
ℓ∏
α) , (2.7)
P (α, p) = ∆(α)−1
∑
T2
(
ℓ+1∏
α)(
∑
1
p)2 , (2.8)
qr(α, p) = ±∆(α)−1
∑
T2(r)
α−1r (
ℓ+1∏
α)(
∑
1
p) , (2.9)
Hrr(α) = −∆(α)−1∂∆(α)/∂αr , (2.10)
Hrs(α) = ±∆(α)−1
∑
T2(rs)
(αrαs)
−1(
ℓ+1∏
α) , (r 6= s) . (2.11)
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The meaning of these formulas are as follows. An ℓ-loop diagram can be made into a
connected tree diagram (a ‘1-tree’) by cutting ℓ lines, and into a diagram with two disjoint
trees (a ‘2-tree’) by cutting ℓ + 1 lines. ∆(α) is given by the sum over the set T1 of all
1-trees so obtained, with the summand equal to the product of the α’s of the cut lines.
∆P (α, p) is given by the sum over the set T2 of all 2-trees so obtained, with the summand
to be the product of the α’s of the cut lines, times the square of the sum of all the external
momenta pi attached to one of these two trees. Finally, let T2(r) be the set of all 2-trees
in which line r is cut, and such that when the line r is inserted back a 1-tree results, and
T2(r, s) be the set of all 2-trees in which lines r and s are cut, and such that when either
the line r or the line s is inserted back a 1-tree results. Then ∆qr(α, p) is given by the sum
of all 2-trees in T2(r) with the summand equal to the product of α’s of all the cut lines
except the rth, times the sum of all the external momenta pi attached to one of these two
trees, and ∆Hrs(α) is given by the sum of all 2-trees in T2(r, s) with the summand equal
to the product of α’s of all the cut lines except the rth and the sth. The sign in (2.9) can
be determined from the direction of the current flow in an obvious way. The sign in (2.11)
is + or − depending on whether lines r and s point to the same tree, or opposite trees.
For example, using eqs. (2.7)–(2.11), the relevant quantities for Fig. 1 can be computed
to be
∆ = α1 + α2 + α3 + α4 ,
∆P = α1α3(p1 + p3)
2 + α2α4(p1 − p2)2 + α1α4p21 + α1α2p22 + α3α4p23 + α2α3p24 ,
∆q1 = α2p2 + α3(p2 + p4) + α4(p2 − p3 + p4) ,
∆H13 = +1 . (2.12)
Other qr and other Hrs can be similarly calculated.
Instead of Feynman’s method discussed above, one can use Schwinger’s proper time
formalism. In that case, one writes
1
m2r − q2r − iǫ
= i
∫ ∞
0
dαr exp[−iαr(m2r − q2r )] (2.13)
and integrates over the internal momenta [see (A19) and (A20)]. The result is [30]
A =
∫
[DSα]∆(α)
−d/2S(q, p) exp[−i{M − P}] , where
∫
[DSα] ≡
[
(−i)d/2µǫ
(4π)d/2
]ℓ
iN
∫ ∞
0
(
N∏
r=1
dαr) ,
S(q, p) ≡
∑
k≥0
Sk(q, p) , (2.14)
with the same functions M,∆, Sk, qr and P as those appearing in (2.4). These two para-
metric representations are actually related in a simple way. If for the moment we use α′r
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to denote the variables αr in (2.14), and define
∑
r α
′
r = λ, α
′
r = λαr, then
∑
r αr = 1.
Carrying out the integration over λ in (2.14), eq. (2.4) will be obtained.
It is useful to point out the similarity and the difference between (2.14) and (2.1).
The loop-momentum integration in (2.1) is replaced by the Schwinger-parameter inte-
gration
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2 in (2.14); the numerator function S0(q, p) is replaced by S(q, p) =∑
k≥0 Sk(q, p), and the propagator factor (−q2r +m2r − iǫ)−1 is replaced by
T (qr, mr, αr) = exp[−iαr(m2r − q2r)] , (2.15)
which is the time development factor for a particle with momentum qr propagating under
the Hamiltonian Hop = p
2
op −m2r over a ‘proper time’ αr.
As discussed in the Introduction, a gauge-theory amplitude may contain many many
terms. In the language of (2.4) and (2.14), this is reflected in the complexity of computing
Sk(q, p) and the corresponding α-integrals. Methods to simplify their calculations will be
the main topic for the rest of this paper. When Sk and the other circuit quantities in
(2.4) and (2.14) are thus computed, there is still the remaining task of carrying out the
αr integrations. In a small number of cases analytical results are known, but in the great
majority of situations one would have to resort to numerical methods at that stage. We
will not discuss the problem further. If renormalization is required, it has to be carried
out in the usual way as well [32,33], and we shall not go into that aspect either.
It would be convenient to consider all scattering processes in a standard form, in
which all gluons and photons are outgoing and no antifermions are present. This can
be achieved by moving particles from one side of the reaction to another if necessary,
thus converting antifermions into fermions and incoming momenta into outgoing, without
altering the scattering amplitude A. We shall assume in the rest of this article that this
has already been done.
3. Color Flow
The total scattering amplitude Atot of a QCD process (obtained by summing all
relevant diagrams up to a certain order) depends both on the color and the spacetime
quantum numbers of the particles involved. Suppose Cv is a complete set of independent
color tensors, then these two dependences can be separated by a color decomposition
Atot =
∑
v
Cvav . (3.1)
This serves to isolate the colorless gauge-invariant subamplitudes av.
The amplitude A for any diagram can be decomposed in a similar way. This is
accomplished by decomposing the factors Sk(q, p) in (2.1), (2.4), and (2.14):
Sk =
∑
v
Cvskv . (3.2)
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From Feynman rules, it is easy to see that when four-gluon vertices are absent, the color
content of Sk simply factorizes. In other words, in that case all skv are proportional to
some common sk. In U(Nc) gauge theories the proportionality constants are in fact either
0, 1, or −1; in SU(Nc) powers of N−1c also appear. If four-gluon vertices are present, then
there is a more complicated dependence of skv on v. This will be discussed in Sec. 4.3.
A convenient set of color tensors Cv will be discussed in Sec. 3.1 below. These are
the generalizations of the Chan-Paton factors [34] used in the string theory. For a given
diagram only some of these color tensors are relevant; a method to determine the relevant
ones will be considered in Sec. 3.2.
We shall also assume in the text that we are dealing with a U(Nc) gauge theory. The
rules developed below are still valid for SU(Nc) provided linkage of quark lines are always
carried through by more than one gluons. Otherwise, O(N−1c ) correction term are present.
This and other details will be discussed in Appendix B.
3.1 Color Tensors
Let T a (a = 0, 1, · · · , N2c − 1) be the generators of U(Nc) in the fundamental (quark)
representation, normalized so that
Tr(T aT b) = δab, T
0 =
1√
Nc
1 . (3.3)
This normalization differs from the usual one by a factor 12 on the rhs. It is convenient
for certain purposes but brings grief in others. For Nc = 3, these generators are related to
the Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices by T a = λa/
√
2, which means that the structure constant
fabc used here, defined by [T a, T b] = ifabcT c, also differs from the usual one by a factor√
2. The net result is that the QCD coupling constant g used in this article is 1/
√
2 of the
usual coupling constant.
Let {a1, · · · , an} be the color indices for the n (outgoing) gluons, and {i1, · · · , im},
{j1, · · · , jm} be respectively the color indices for the outgoing and incoming quarks. A
convenient set of color tensors Cv can be obtained as follows.
Let v be any permutation of the set of gluon indices ai, written in the cycle form:
v = (a′1a
′
2 · · ·a′ℓ1) · · · (a′ℓc−1+1 · · ·a′ℓc) , (3.4)
where ℓi are lengths of the ith cycle, so that
∑
i ℓi = n, and c is the number of cy-
cles in the permutation v. For example, for n = 6, one such possibility might be v =
(a3a5)(a2a1a6)(a4). The color tensors Cv in the absence of fermions can be taken to be
Cv = Tr(a′1a′2 · · ·a′ℓ1) · · ·Tr(a′ℓc−1+1 · · ·a′ℓc) . (3.5)
In (3.5), a shorthand notation is adopted in which a color index a stands for the generator
T a. Note that a cycle is invariant under cyclic permutation, and so is the trace ‘Tr’, as it
should be.
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In the presence of fermions, the construction of Cv is more complicated. In this case
they are of the form
Cv =
m∏
k=1
(T bk)ikj′kC
0
v′ , (3.6)
where {j′1, · · · , j′m} is a permutation of {j1, · · · , jm}, and {b1, · · · , bm} together with the
color indices in v′ form a permutation of the gluon indices {a1, · · · , an}. The symbol C0v
stands for the tensor Cv in (3.5).
3.2 Feynman diagrams
The relevant color tensors Cv appearing in a given Feynman diagram can be read
off from the color paths of the diagram [26]. A formal definition of the color paths is
given immediately below, but it is perhaps far easier to look at the examples first before
examining the formal definitions.
A color path is a continuous path along the lines of the diagram drawn in such a way
that
1. every quark line is traversed at most once and every gluon line as well as every ghost
line is traversed at most twice;
2. paths along quark lines are directed along the arrow of the quark lines. Paths along
gluon lines can move in either directions;
3. at a quark-gluon vertex junction, path along a quark line turns to follow a gluon line
and vice versa;
4. a path may be open or closed. If open, it must start at an incoming quark and end
at an outgoing quark. In particular, a path cannot end at an external gluon line, so
when it comes to the end of such a line it must reverse and retrace its path.
A color covering of the diagram is a collection of color paths so that every quark line
in the diagram is traversed exactly once, and that every gluon line and every ghost line in
the diagram is traversed exactly twice.
5. for each color covering, there is a predetermined order of paths through every three-
gluon, four-gluon, or ghost-gluon vertex junction, as explained below.
At each three-gluon or ghost-gluon vertex, three lines with colors a, b, c are involved.
There are two ways to cyclically order these three colors: (abc) and (acb). Each ordering
fixes an order of the paths passing through this vertex. For example, in the ordering (abc),
the path leading into the vertex on line a(respectively b, c) must exit the vertex on line
b( respectively c, a). Different orderings correspond to different paths and different color
coverings. Similarly, at a four-gluon vertex, there are six ways to cyclically order the four
colors a, b, c, d and consequently the corresponding paths through the vertex. The ordering
(adcb) for example specifies that the path enetering the vertex along line a( respectively
b, c, d) must leave along line d(respectively a, b, c).
Let us look at some concrete examples. In Fig. 1, color paths (p2q2q3q4p1) ≡ v1 and
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(p4q2q1q4p3) ≡ v2 together form a covering of the Feynman diagram. In these notations,
momenta read from right to left are used to label paths.
An example involving the presence of three- and four-gluon vertices is shown in Fig. 2.
In that case there are several color coverings, one of which being (p2q7q8q5q11q9q1q10
q12p3) ≡ v1, (p4p5p5q6q8p7p7q7q2q9q10p1) ≡ v2, and (q4p6p6q3q12q11) ≡ v3. In this case,
the ordering at the three gluon vertex is (q7q8p7) (momenta are used here to represent the
corresponding colors) and the ordering at the four-gluon vertex is (q11q9q10q12).
To each color path va is associated a color tensor Cva . If va is closed, then Cva = Tr(· · ·),
where · · · stands for a succession of the color indices of the external gluons, written from
right to left in the order that the path encounters. If va is open, leading from an incoming
quark line with color index j to an outgoing quark line with color index i, then Cva = (· · ·)ij .
If {v1, v2, · · · , vu} is a path-covering of the Feynman diagram, then the total color factor
for the amplitude A is Cv =
∏u
a=1 Cva . Notice that these tensors are of the form (3.6).
For example, for Fig. 1,
Cv1 = (1)ij , Cv2 = (1)i′j′ , (3.7)
and for the color covering of Fig. 2 chosen before,
Cv1 = (1)ij′ , Cv2 = (ac)i′j ≡ (T aT c)i′j , Cv3 = Tr(b) ≡ Tr(T b) . (3.8)
This association of color tensors with color paths is derived for U(Nc) colors, but it
remains valid for SU(Nc) provided pairs of quark lines, when linked, are always carried out
by more than one gluon lines at a time. For example, (3.7) is not valid for SU(Nc) because
each of the two linkages of the two quark lines is carried out only by one gluon line. On
the other hand, (3.8) is valid for SU(Nc) as well because both the linkages contain more
than one gluon lines: they are linked by two and four internal gluon lines respectively.
4. Spin Flow
The factors skv in (3.2) contains various scalar products and fermion matrix elements
like u¯Γu. Here Γ is a scalar function of the Dirac matrices γ, the external momenta pi, and
the gluon/photon polarization vectors ǫi, and u, u¯ are the fermion wave functions. From
these expressions, one must reduce the algebra to express the amplitude |A| in terms of
measurable quantities, i.e., the scalar products of the external momenta and the helicities
of external particles. In the case of Sk or skv, Feynman parameters will be involved as
well. This task of algebraic reduction is not at all easy for gauge theories because of the
rather complicated dependences of u and ǫ on the measurable quantities, and because
of the involvement of the non-commutative Dirac algebra. Fortunately, for high energy
processes where the masses of the external particles can be ignored, such calculations can
be immensely simplified by using the spinor helicity technique [1–21]. The main purpose of
this section is to discuss how this technique can be applied to obtain Sk. We shall assume
in the following d = 4. If d 6= 4, the usual complication of γ5 and of the polarization vector
[36] arise and they have to be dealt with in the usual way.
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The main idea of this technique is explained in Sec. 4.1, leaving the detailed algebra
and justification to Appendix C. Its application to spinor QED and QCD is explained in
Secs. 4.2 and 4.3, via a graphical technique making use of spinor paths. Spinor paths are
very similar to color paths owing to the resemblance between the color algebra and the
Dirac algebra. Yet in detail the two kinds of paths are different because of the different
dependences of the Feynman rules on color and spin.
4.1 Spinor Helicity Technique
The involvement of Dirac algebra can be traced back to a mixing of helicity and chiral
eigenstates. An external (massive) fermion carries a definite helicity, but not a definite
chirality. On the other hand, it is chirality that is conserved at QED and QCD vertices.
This forces a mixing of helicity states whenever interactions take place, which brings about
a multichannel problem described by the 4 × 4 Dirac matrices. However, if the external
fermion is massless, or can be regarded as such in a high energy process, then helicity
and chirality are essentially the same, no mixing of states need to occur, the four-channel
problem is reduced to a one-channel problem and the complicated Dirac algebra can thus
be avoided. This is the basic idea of the spinor helcity technique [1–21].
This technique is also useful for spin-1 particles, because kinematically a spin-1 particle
may be thought of as a composite of two spin-1
2
particles. Moreover, the polarization vector
of a gauge particle is gauge dependent, so in principle it is possible to simplify calculations
by a suitable gauge choice. This turns out to be so in the spinor helicity technique.
Unless otherwise specified, it will be assumed from now on that all external momenta
pi are massless. The massless spin-
1
2 wave functions uλ(pi) and u¯λ(pi) will be written
respectively as |piλ〉 and 〈piλ|, where λ = ±1 is (twice) the helcity of the fermion. Using
the fact that these are also γ5 eigenstates, one concludes immediately that
〈pi ± |pj±〉 = 0 . (4.1)
The non-zero matrix elements are conventionally written as
〈pipj〉 ≡ 〈pi − |pj+〉, [pipj ] ≡ 〈pi + |pj−〉 , (4.2)
whose normalization and charge conjugation properties can be chosen so that
〈pipj〉 = −〈pjpi〉 , (4.3)
[pipj ] = −[pjpi] , (4.4)
〈pipj〉[pjpi] = 2pi ·pj , (4.5)
[pjpi] = sign(pi ·pj)〈pipj〉∗ . (4.6)
See Appendix C for the derivation of these and other related formulas.
The polarization vectors for an outgoing photon/gluon of momentum p and helicity
±1 can be chosen to be
ǫµ±(p, k) = ±
〈p± |γµ|k±〉√
2〈k ∓ |p±〉 , (4.7)
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where k is an arbitrary massless momentum known as the reference momentum. Polariza-
tion vectors with different k’s are related by gauge transformations (see (C21)). There are
two advantages with this form of the polarization vector: it is expressed in terms of spinor
notations so the spinor helicity technique can be used; it is also symmetrical in p and k so
that k·ǫ±(p, k) = 0 as well as p·ǫ±(p, k) = 0, making it possible to simplify the calculation
by a proper choice of k.
It turns out that all matrix elements of the Dirac matrices and all expressions involving
the polarization vectors can be reduced to the bracket quantities in (4.2), which according
to (4.3)–(4.6), are essentially the square roots of the dot momenta. In this way the objective
of expressing everything in terms of measurable quantities is realized.
Graphical methods can be designed to read off Sk directly from the Feynman diagram.
This will be illustrated in the next two sections for massless QED and QCD, but other
rules can be formulated to cover more complicated situations [26]. Feynman gauge will be
used throughout this paper for gauge propagators .
4.2 Spinor QED
In order to describe how S0(q, p) is computed graphically, it is necessary to discuss
what a spinor path and a spin factor are. Again, it might be easier to follow the illustrative
examples before returning to the formal definitions immediately below.
Consider first diagrams with no external photons present. A spinor path is a contin-
uous path along the lines of the diagram drawn in such a way that
1. every electron line is traversed at most once and every photon line as well as every
ghost line is traversed at most twice;
2. a path along an electron line must travel in the same (opposite) direction of the
previous electron line the path went through if these two electron lines carry opposite
(the same) helicities. Paths along internal photon lines can move in either directions;
3. a path along an electron line must turn to follow an internal photon line, and vice
versa, when an electron-photon vertex is encountered;
4. a path may be open or closed. If open, it must start and end at external electron
lines.
In other words, in the absence of photons, a spinor path in QED is almost identical to
a color path in QCD, except for the fact that the spinor path can have both orientations
along an electron line depending on the helicities involved. We will see that more differences
will emerge when external photons are present, and when other vertices are encountered
in the case of QCD.
A spinor covering of the diagram is a set of spinor paths so that every electron line in
the diagram is traversed exactly once and every photon line exactly twice by these paths.
For example, Fig. 3 is covered by three spinor paths, (p2q5q1q7p3) ≡ A, (p4q6q3q5p1) ≡
B, and (q4q6q2q7) ≡ C, in which the paths are labelled by the momenta of the lines they
pass through, to be read from right to left. Paths A and B are open, and path C is closed.
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It is easy to see from the above list that every electron line (pi, qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4) is traversed
exactly once and every internal photon line (q5, q6, q7) is traversed exactly twice. Note
that if the upper electron line carried negative helicity, then the diagram will be covered
by only two paths A′ and B′: (p4q6q2q7p3) ≡ A′ and (p2q5q1q7q4q6q3q5p1) ≡ B′.
To each spinor path A is associated a spin factor GA obtained by pairing consecutive
momenta along the path, alternately with brackets 〈· · ·〉 and [· · ·]. In this pairing, the
momentum qr of an internal fermion always occurs twice, as in [·qr]〈qr·〉, or in 〈·qr〉[qr·],
but the momentum of any internal gluon line is to be omitted. For an open path, one can
start the pairing process either from the end of the outgoing electron, or from the end of
the incoming electron. In the former case, the pairing proceeds from left to right, starting
with a 〈· · · ([· · ·) when the outgoing electron has a negative (positive) helicity. In the latter
case, the pairing proceeds from right to left, starting with a · · ·〉 (· · ·]) when the incoming
electron has a positive (negative) helicity. If the path is closed, then one can start at any
point along the path, but both helicities should be used and a sum taken.
For example, the spin factors for Fig. 3 are
GA = [p2q1]〈q1p3〉 ,
GB = [p4q3]〈q3p1〉 ,
GC = [q4q2]〈q2q4〉+ 〈q4q2〉[q2q4] = 4q2 ·q4 . (4.8)
If instead the upper electron has negative helicity, then
GA′ = 〈p4q2〉[q2p3] ,
GB′ = [p2q1]〈q1q4〉[q4q3]〈q3p1〉 . (4.9)
The momentum pairs appearing in (4.2) are massless, but in the pairings above off-
shell momenta qr appear. In their presence the brackets are defined recursively as follows:
〈piqr〉[qrpj ] ≡
∑
k
Irk〈pipk〉[pkpj ] ,
[piqr]〈qrpj〉 ≡
∑
k
Irk[pipk]〈pkpj〉 , (4.10)
where Irk are the coefficients appearing in (2.3). Note that only bilinear combinations as
appearing on the left hand side of (4.10) are defined, and this will always be the case for
the brackets appearing in the spin factors GA. Single unpaired 〈qq′〉 or [qq′] for off-shell
q, q′ remain undefined. Note also that if qr = κpk for some constant κ and some massless
momentum pk, then (4.10) is perfectly consistent with eq. (C4).
So far we have considered diagrams without external photons. In their presence,
spinor paths and spin factors can be calculated by modifying the diagram in the following
way. Attach a short fermion line to every external photon line and assign the following
characteristics to these artificial fermions. The helicity of the artificial fermion is equal to
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the helicity of the photon, the momentum of the incoming artificial fermion is equal to the
reference momentum of the photon, and the momentum of the outgoing artificial fermion
is equal to the actual momentum of the photon. For example, the modified diagram for
Fig. 4 is given in Fig. 5.
The modified diagrams should now be considered as a Feynman diagram without
external photon lines, and their spinor paths as well as their spin factors GA should be
calculated just as before. For example, the spin factors for Figs. 4 or 5 are
GA = [p2q1]〈q1p3〉 ,
GB = [p4p5] ,
GC = 〈k5q9〉[q9q3]〈q3p1〉 ,
GD = 〈p6q6〉[q6q5]〈q5q8〉[q8k6] , (4.11)
where k5, k6 are respectively the reference momenta for the photons with momenta p5 and
p6. In actual calculations, k5, k6 are usually chosen to be one of the pi’s.
In terms of these spin factors, S0(q, p) in (2.4) is given by
S0(q, p) = NG , (4.12)
where G = ∏A GA is the product of the spin factors GA over all the paths A in a spinor
covering. If the diagram should have more than one spinor coverings (which happens in
QCD but never in QED), then a sum over all the coverings should be taken as well.
The factor N for a diagram with a symmetry factor Ssym, ℓF fermion loops, nγ
external and Nγ internal photon lines is
N = (
√
2e)nγ+2Nγ (−1)ℓF S−1sym
nγ∏
a=1
Fa , (4.13)
where
Fa =
{
+1/〈kapa〉, (λa = +1) ;
−1/[kapa], (λa = −1) , (4.14)
with pa, ka, λa being respectively the actual momentum, the reference momentum, and the
helicity of the ath external photon.
Similar graphical rule can be developed to calculate Sk. This involves shrinking the
contracted lines and making new links according to (2.6).
4.3 QCD
The QCD colorless factors s0v in (2.14) is like the factor S0 in QED, if we make the
obvious substitution of quarks and gluons for electrons and photons. It is given by the
right-hand side of (4.12), with N and Fa given by (4.13) and (4.14). The factor G is now
dependent on the color path v if four-gluon vertices are present, and it is equal to
G =
∑∏
A
GAv , (4.15)
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where the sum is taken over all the spinor coverings of the diagram. The spinor factor GAv
depends on the color path v only when multi-gluon or ghost-gluon vertices are present.
Otherwise, GAv is calculated exactly like QED.
Before discussing how spinor paths are constructed in the presence of these non-
abelian vertices, let us first digress to discuss (color-)oriented vertices [26] in the background
Feynman gauge [37]. These are shown in Fig. 6.
A background gauge is one in which the gauge-fixing depends explicitly on a back-
ground Yang-Mills field from which external gluon lines are extracted. As a result, vertices
containing external gluon lines (indicated by a circled ‘A’ in Fig. 6) have different Feynman
rules than vertices without. Furthermore, extra ghost-gluon vertices appear, as shown in
Fig. 6, where a thin solid line represents a gluon (g), a thick solid line a quark (q), and a
dashed line a ghost (G). A background Feynman gauge is one in which Feynman gauge is
used in the gluon propagators.
An oriented vertex differs from an ordinary vertex in that the lines in the vertex
diagram are ordered in a clockwise order, and the vertex Feynman rules depend on the
line orderings. It is the appropriate vertex to use when color factors are taken to be the
Chan-Paton tensors of Sec. 3.1 rather than the usual ones. Their Feynman rules can be
derived from the ordinary Feynman rules by using eqs. (B3) and (B4). In particular, those
in the background Feynman gauge can be derived this way from Fig. 1 of the first paper
in [37] by setting α = 1.
The Feynman rules for Fig. 6 are indicated below the diagrams, and they should be
interpreted in a particular way. A line with a heavy dot at the end is a dislodged line.
The Feynman-rule factors for diagrams with dislodged vertices are always vectors, whose
component is indicated by the Lorentz index of the dislodged line. A continuous gluon
line signifies a g.. factor. In Fig. 6 the color and coupling-constant factors are understood:
there should always be a coupling constant g for every cubic diagram and a g2 for every
quartic diagram. The color factor for Fig. 6(t) is T a, and that of any other diagram
is Tr[a1a2a3(a4)], where a1, a2, a3, (a4) are the color indices of the g or G lines read in
clockwise order. Finally, as mentioned before, an external gluon line is indicated by a
circled ‘A’. The gluon lines without a circled ‘A’ can be either an external or an internal
gluon line, unless such a configuration is already explicitly represented by a diagram in
Fig. 6 with circled ‘A’s.
To give some examples, let the (outgoing momentum, Lorentz index, color index)
of line 1 be (q1, α, a), that of line 2 be (q2, β, b), etc. An external momentum will be
designated as pi rather than qi. Fig. 6(b) is a vertex for one external and two internal
gluon lines, with factor gTr(abc)(q2 − q3)αgβγ . Similarly, Fig. 6(e) is a vertex for four
internal gluon lines, with vertex factor g2Tr(abcd)(+2)gαγgβδ.
Note that all topologically different permutations must be taken into account. For
example, in the usual four-gluon vertex, there are six terms with a color factor like fabef cde
in each. Using eq. (B4), this generates 24 terms. All these 24 terms are summarized in
Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) as follows. There are six possible permutation of color indices in each
diagram. For a fixed permutation, there are two different diagrams of type 6(f), e.g.,
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Tr(abcd)gαβgγδ and Tr(abcd)gδαgβγ. The factor of +2 is 6(e) also represents two terms.
Altogether there are thus (2 + 2)× 6 = 24 terms, as it should be.
The main advantage of the background-gauge is that in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), where an
internal line is dislodged, the vertex factor depends only on the external momentum. This
simplifies matters in loop calculations because otherwise internal momenta are involved,
they depend on the Feynman (Schwinger) parameters and must be calculated using (2.9),
and they are also subject to contractions (2.6). For low order calculations with many
external photons/gluons, this simplification far outweighs the complications brought in by
the presence of the extra vertices in Fig. 6.
If ordinary (not background) gauges are used, then there should be no distinction
between internal and external gluon lines. All diagrams containing a circled ‘A’ in Fig. 6
can be put to zero. In particular, there is only one triple-gluon vertex, that of Fig. 6(a).
From Fig. 6 it is possible to deduce how spinor paths and spinor coverings are con-
structed in the presence of the extra QCD gluon vertices. First modify the (ggg) vertices
in a Feynman diagram by dislodging one of the three gluon lines. There are obviously
three different ways of doing so and these correspond to different spinor paths. Next,
pair up the four gluon lines in a (gggg) vertex into two pairs, similar to what is shown
in Figs. 9(e)–(h). There are again three ways of doing so and these again correspond to
different spinor paths.
The rules for constructing a spinor path are identical to the rules in QED, with the
obvious replacement of electrons by quarks and photons by gluons. The following addition
rule tells us what to do when a non-abelian vertex is encountered:
5. a dislodged gluon line should be regarded as if it were an external gluon line; a paired
gluon line should be treated as a single continuous line.
The spinor factor GAv in (4.15) is determined in exactly the same way as in the QED
case, but with the following addendum. The artificial fermion line attached to a dislodged
gluon line should carry initial and final momenta equal to the vector given below the
appropriate diagram in Fig. 6. The helicity of the artificial fermion is immaterial and
can be chosen to be either. Additional numerical factors appearing in Fig. 6 and the
appropriate number of coupling constants should also be incorporated into GAv. Note that
there is very little coupling between the color path v and the spinor path A: only a sign
and perhaps a numerical factor.
Now examples. There is only one color covering each for Figs. 1 and 3, and the G
factors were given in (4.8) and (4.11) respectively.
Consider Fig. 2 with the color path discussed in Sec. 3.2. Fig. 7 indicates a spinor
covering for a possible helicity configuration, where ki are the reference momenta of the
external gluons with actual momenta pi. The spinor factors in the background gauge are
GA = [p2k7] ,
GB = 〈p7q2〉[q2q5]〈q5(2p7)〉 ,
GC = [(2p7)q6]〈q6k5〉 ,
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GD = [p5p4] ,
GE = 〈p3p1〉 ,
GF = (−1)〈p6q3〉[q3q1]〈q1q4〉[q4k6] . (4.16)
5. String-like Formulas
A one-loop n-photon/gluon amplitude can be computed using superstring and first
quantized techniques [22–25]. The result resembles (2.14), but the numerator function
S(q, p) differs from what one would get by using (2.6)–(2.11) directly. The purpose of
this section is to show that these stringlike formulas can also be obtained by purely field-
theoretic means [27], and in this way they can be generalized to multiloop amplitudes and
to all processes.
Let a be a cubic vertex in scalar QED, with an external photon line as shown in Fig. 8.
Its vertex factor is
Ca = eǫa ·(qa′ + qa′′) , (5.1)
where ǫa is the polarization vector of the outgoing photon. What the stringlike reorganiza-
tion achieves, see Sec. 5.1, is to replace these factors and their contractions by derivatives
wrt the Schwinger parameters. The advantage of this new form, compared to the direct
use of (2.9)–(2.11), is that different terms are connected by derivatives so that integration
by parts [22–25] can be used to relate them.
For spinor QED, the vertex factor is changed to
Fa = eǫa ·γ , (5.2)
and there are additional momentum dependence from the spinor propagators. By using the
Gordon identity, Fa can be partially converted to Ca so the stringlike formulas for scalar
QED can be applied. See Sec. 5.2. However, Gordon identity changes chirality-conserving
amplitudes to chirality-violating amplitudes, so this change generally does not mesh well
with the spinor helicity technique.
For QCD, a three-gluon vertex has a term resembling (5.1), but it also has two other
terms. In the background gauge discussed in Sec. 4.3, the other two terms only depend
on the external momenta, so the stringlike reorganization for scalar QED is once again
applicable here. See Sec. 5.3.
From a purely field-theoretical point of view, these new formulas can be motivated
by, and derived from, the desire to restore manifest local gauge invariance. To do so
considerable knowledge of the electric circuit theory is required. These details will be
supplied in Appendices A and D.
For topological reasons, these stringlike reorganizations can be carried out only at
external vertices. Whether other simplifications exist for internal vertices is presently
unknown.
5.1 Scalar QED
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The scalar particles considered here are allowed to interact ‘strongly’ among them-
selves in any non-derivative manner. Their interactions with the photon field Aµ are given
by the cubic vertex CµAµ of Fig. 8 and the quartic (seagull) vertex Q
µνAµAν of Fig. 9,
where
Cµ = e(q′′ + q′)µ , (5.3)
Qµν = e2gµν . (5.4)
The numerator of photon propagator in covariant gauges is
−gµν + ξpµpν/p2 . (5.5)
Unless otherwise specified, the Feynman gauge ξ = 0 will be used throughout.
Consider a QED diagram with ne external vertices, of which n3 are cubic vertices of
the type (5.1), with outgoing photon momenta pa and polarization ǫa. Let S
ext
0 (q, p)
be the product of these n3 vertex factors, and the numerator function be S0(q, p) =
Sext0 (q, p)S
int
0 (q, p). Then the scattering amplitude is given by (2.14) to be
A =
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2S(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )] , (5.6)
which turns out to equal to
A =
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2{Sint(q˜, p) exp[−i(M − P˜ )]}ML , (5.7)
where Sint =
∑
k S
int
k is the total numerator factor with the n3 vertices removed. If qr
and P are given by (2.3) and (2.5), a, b are external vertices like Fig. 8, then
P˜ =
ne∑
a,b=1
(pa + ieηaǫa∂a)·(pb + ieηbǫb∂b)Zab(α) , (5.8)
q˜r =
ne∑
a=1
(pa + ieηarǫa∂a)Ira(α) , with (5.9)
∂a ≡ ∂
∂αa′
− ∂
∂αa′′
. (5.10)
ηa is defined to be 1 for one of these n3 vertices and 0 otherwise. Similarly,
ηar =
{
1, if ηa = 1 and line r is not adjacent to vertex a;
2, if ηa = 1 and a is at one end of the line r;
0, if ηa = 0.
(5.11)
The subscriptML in (5.7) stands forMultiLinear. It means that only the terms multilinear
in the n3 polarization vectors ǫa should be retained when the curly bracket is expanded.
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Eq. (5.7) is the result of the stringlike reorganization. It is valid provided the impedance
matrix Zab is given in the diagonal scheme of (A16), where Zaa = 0 for every a. In this
scheme (see Appendix A for more details), the impedance matrix can be computed using
the graph-theoretical formula [see (A18)]
Zab = −1
2
∑
Tab
2
ℓ+1∏
α , (a 6= b) , (5.12)
where T ab2 is the set of all 2-trees with vertices a and b belonging to two separate 1-trees.
Sting-like organization replaces all external cubic electromagnetic vertices by momen-
tum shifting as in (5.8) and (5.9). The α-dependence of the original and the shifted terms
differ only by derivatives ∂a and ∂b, so they can be converted into one another by an
integration by parts. This can lead to simplification in calculations [22–25]. In the special
case of a one-loop n-photon amplitude, this formula was first obtained from string calcu-
lations. The formula (5.7) however is valid for multiloop amplitudes, and for all scattering
processes.
Eq. (5.7) can be derived from an attempt to understand local gauge invariance. Its
derivation and the question of manifest gauge invariance will be taken up in Appendix D.
5.2 Spinor QED
The vertex in spinor QED is given by (5.2). The main idea in stringlike reorganization
is to use the Gordon identity to convert it partially to the scalar vertex (5.1), so that the
formulas in Sec 5.1 can be used once again. The Gordon identity on mass shell is well
known to be
u¯λ′(p
′)γµuλ(p) =
1
2m
u¯λ′(p
′)[(p′ + p)µ + iσµν(p′ − p)ν ]uλ(p) . (5.13)
A similar off-shell formula exists [27] and will be explained in Appendix E. This formula
allows the electromagnetic vertex FµAµ = eγ
µAµ to be replaced by a sum of the scalar
QED vertices, the cubic vertex CµAµ = e(q
′µ + q
′′µ)Aµ, the seagull vertex Q
µνAµAν =
e2gµνAµAν , and the magnetic-moment vertex
SµAµ = −ieAµσµνpν , (5.14)
provided the spinor propagators (m − γq)−1 are simultaneously replaced by the scalar
propagators (m2 − q2)−1. In addition, a factor (2m)−1 should be added to every pair of
external fermion lines, and a factor 1
2
to every fermion loop.
In the original form, only helicity-conserving matrix elements survive in the m → 0
limit. See Sec. 4.2. In the modified form, propagators no longer contribute to S0(q, p), and
the new vertices C,Q, S all contain an even number of Dirac γ-matrices. Hence helicity-
conserving matrix elements tend to zero in the m→ 0 limit, which is why the extra factors
(2m)−1 are present to render the results finite, and to convert them into chirality-violating
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matrix elements. See (C19) for exact formulas. This conversion unfortunately goes against
the grain of the spinor helicity technique, which is to make maximum use of chirality
conservation. Nevertheless, when external fermion lines are absent, chirality-conservation
is not maximally used and the result of the conversion remains to be simple.
Other than the magnetic-moment vertex Sµ, which by itself is gauge invariant, ev-
erything else is identical to scalar QED. Hence the scattering amplitude is similar to (5.7)
and can be written as
A =
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2{Sint(q˜, p) exp[−i(M − P˜ )]}ML , (5.15)
where Sint0 (q, p) receives its contribution from all the modified vertices with the extra
factors (2m)−1, 12 , etc., but with the n3 external cubic vertices (5.1) removed. As usual,
Sint is the sum of Sint0 and its contractions. In the special case when internal photon lines
are absent (i.e., one-loop n-photon amplitudes), the magnetic-moment vertices Sµ have
no internal-momentum dependence, then
Sint = Sint0 =
1
2
(−ie)mTr[(ǫa1 ·σ ·pa1)(ǫa2 ·σ ·pa2) · · · (ǫam ·σ ·pam)]
≡ 1
2
exp[−ie
m∑
i,j=1
ǫai ·pajGaiajF ]ML , (5.16)
where a1, a2, · · · , am are the magnetic-moment vertices around the fermion loop. Using
(5.15) and (5.16), the final result in this special case can be written as
A =
1
2
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2 exp[−i(M − P˜ )− ie
n3∑
a,b=1
ǫa ·pbGabF ]ML , (5.17)
which agrees with the results from superstring and first-quantized calculations [22–25].
5.3 Pure QCD
There are three terms in a three-gluon vertex. In ordinary covariant gauges, each of
these three terms resembles (5.3). In the background gauges discussed in Sec. 4.3, the
same Feynman rule holds for internal vertices but not the external ones. In the latter case,
one of the three terms, the one with the external gluon dislodged, resembles (5.3), but the
other two terms where an internal gluon line is dislodged contain only the momentum of
the external gluon. This means that no contraction is needed for these other two terms,
and the stringlike reorgainizational techniques of scalar QED can once again be used as
follows.
It is helpful to use spin paths to organize the many terms present. Since quarks are
absent in pure QCD, there is no reason to use spinor paths; the simpler vector paths would
be sufficient. A vector path is a continuous path along the lines of the diagram drawn in
such a way that
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1. every gluon line is traversed at most once;
2. a path may be open or closed. If open, it must start and end at external gluon lines;
3. for this purpose a dislodged gluon line is treated like an external line.
A vector covering is a collection of vector paths so that each external and internal
gluon line is traversed exactly once.
Spin factors are computed as follows [26]. To the end of each path a vector is assigned.
For an external gluon this is its polarization vector; for a dislodged gluon it is the vector
shown under the diagrams in Fig. 6. The spin factor GA for a vector path A is the dot
product of the vectors at the two ends of the path, if the path is open, together with
whatever other numerical factors present at the vertices along the path. If the path is
closed, then GA = gµµ = d, times other factors in Fig. 6 that the path encountered. The
total spin factor G is once again given by the product of GA’s in the vector covering.
Except for a factor (−e), the coupling in Fig. 6(b), where the external gluon is dis-
lodged, is identical to the coupling (5.3) in scalar QED. For an external vertex a in which
the external gluon line is dislodged, the formulas in Sec. 5.1 apply, viz., pa is replaced by
pa + ieηa(r)ǫa∂a.
There are vector paths where none of the external gluons are dislodged. Some of them,
such as those in Figs. 10 and 11, may form a loop passing through m external triple-gluon
vertices. We will call these paths m-loops. For an m-loop, vertices in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)
are relevant. In particular, for something like Fig. 10, the spin factor is
G =
m∏
i=1
(−2eǫai ·pai+1)
= exp
[
−2e
m∑
i=1
ǫai ·pai+1
]
ML
, (5.18)
where (am+1 = a1, a2, a3, · · · , am) are the ordered external vertices around the m-loop.
If the other internal line at one or several vertices a is dislodged instead, Fig. 10 turns
into diagrams like Fig. 11. The result in (5.18) is to interchange ǫa with pa, with a minus
sign. The sum of all such contributions is
Gm = exp
[
2e
m∑
i=1
(ǫai − pai)·(ǫai+1 − pai+1)
]
ML
. (5.19)
For a one-loop n-gluon amplitude made up of triple gluon vertices, every external
gluon line is either dislodged, or is a member of a m-loop for some m. Thus its amplitude
is given by
A =
∫
[DSα]
∑
m≤n
exp[− iM + i
n∑
a,b=1
(pa + ieǫa∂a)·(pb + ieǫb∂b)Zab(α)
+ 2e
m∑
i=1
(ǫai − pai)·(ǫai+1 − pai+1)]ML , (5.20)
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where the sum in front of the exponential is over all m-loops with m ≤ n, with (a1, · · · , am)
arranged in the same cyclic order as the original vertices. This formula agrees with the
one obtained from string calculations.
The topology for a general Feynman diagram could be very complicated, in which
case one has to resort back to the general formula (5.15), where Sint(q, p) now includes all
the spin factors where the external gluon lines are not dislodged.
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Appendix A. Circuit theory
Consider an electric circuit with n vertices, each hooked up to an outgoing current
pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and N internal lines, each carrying a resistance αr (1 ≤ r ≤ N) and a
current qr. If the line r points from vertex j to vertex i, then we write r = (ij) and say
that the line r and the vertices i and j are mutually adjacent.
Define a (n × N)-dimensional incidence matrix, whose elements Akr are +1,−1 re-
spectively if k = i, j, and is 0 if k is neither i nor j. Current conservation at vertex i is
then given by the equation
pi =
N∑
r=1
Airqr , (A1)
and the voltage drop across line r = (ij) is
vr = v(ij) = Vj − Vi = −
n∑
k=1
AkrVk . (A2)
It is convenient to define a diagonal matrix β, whose diagonal matrix elements are the
conductance βr = 1/αr of line r. Using Ohm’s law
qr = βrvr , (A3)
(A1) and (A2), one gets
p = −(AβAt)V ≡ −Y V , (A4)
where p, V are n-dimensional vectors with components pi and Vi. From this, one can
compute the power consumed by the network to be
P = −V ·p = V Y V . (A5)
Absolute voltage levels in a network are meaningless; voltages can be shifted by a
common amount without affecting the physical contents. For example, the invariance of p
under this shift can be seen in (A4) from the identity
∑
j
Yij = 0 , (A6)
which in turn follows algebraically from the obvious relation
∑
iAir = 0. Being a sym-
metric matrix, we must also have
∑
i Yij = 0, and in (A4) this simply expresses the
conservation of the external currents:
n∑
i=1
pi = 0 . (A7)
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Because of (A6), the matrix Y is singular, so (A4) cannot be inverted to obtain V as a
function of p. This is as it should be because the absolute level of V cannot be determined.
In order to invert (A4), a common voltage level must be chosen and fixed. This will be
referred to as choosing a level scheme. One simple choice is to ground the last vertex by
setting Vn = 0 (the primitive level scheme). The main advantage of this scheme is the
easiness to solve for V : (A4) can now be inverted to give
V0 = −Y −10 p0 ≡ −Z0p0 , (A8)
where the subscript 0 refers to vectors and matrices made up of the first n−1 components.
Incorporating Vn = 0, we can enlarge this to a n-dimensional relation
V = −Z ′p , (A9)
Z ′ =
(
Z0 0
0 0
)
, (A10)
where Z ′ is the impedance matrix. The internal currents and the power are now given in
the matrix notation to be
q = −βAtV = βAtZ ′p , (A11)
P = −p·V = pZ ′p . (A12)
Another useful circuit quantity is the N×N contraction matrix H used in (2.6). Its
matrix element Hrs, for r = (ij) and s = (kl), is [30]
Hrs = Grs − βrδrs ,
Grs = [βA
tZ ′Aβ]rs = βrβs{Z ′ik − Z ′jk − Z ′il + Z ′kl} . (A13)
Graph theory can be used to devise rules so that these circuit quantities can be read off
directly from a circuit (Feynman) diagram [28–32]. The result is given in eqs. (2.7)–(2.11).
Using (A9) and (A11), αsGrs can be given a simple meaning. It is the current flowing
through line r in the presence of a unit external current flowing through the two ends of
line s: in at vertex l and out at vertex k. It then follows that∑
s∈loop
αsGrs = 0 , (A14)
∑
s∈loop
αsHrs = −1 , (A15)
where the sum is taken over the lines s around any closed loop. (A15) is a consequence of
(A14) and the first equation of (A13). (A14) is true because the current flowing through r
is zero if every vertex around the loop receives both a unit incoming and a unit outgoing
current.
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An alternative derivation is to think of αrαsGrs as the voltage drop across line r when
the external unit currents are fed through the two ends of line s. Since this quantity is
symmetrical in r and s, we can always interchange r and s in the interpretation. Then
αr
∑
s∈loop αsGrs is the total voltage drop around a loop when the unit currents are fed
through the two ends of line r, and is hence zero.
The impedance matrix is not uniquely defined on account of the p-conservation relation
(A7). A change
Z ′ij → Zij = Z ′ij + ζi + ζj (A16)
shifts the overall level of Vi by a common amount −v = −
∑
j ζjpj , but leaves the physical
quantities P , vr, qr, and Hrs invariant. The transformation (A16) is thus a level trans-
formation that changes the level schemes; the invariance means that the matrix Z ′ in the
physical quantities (A11)–(A13) may be replaced by the impedance matrix Z in any level
scheme. In many ways the choice of a level scheme is analogous to a gauge choice in gauge
theories, though the two have absolutely nothing to do with each other.
Physical quantities are defined only on the momentum shell, where constraint (A7)
is satisfied. (A9), (A11), and (A12), with Z ′ replaced by a general Z, will be used to
define V, q, P off-shell as a function of all pi. Off-shell extensions are level-scheme (or Z)
dependent, momentum conservation is generally invalid, though Kirchhoff’s voltage law,
that the total voltage drop along a closed path is zero, still holds. Off-shell quantities are
needed in Sec. 5 and Appendix D.
A level scheme that is particularly symmetrical and useful in Sec. 5 is the zero-diagonal
level scheme, or simply the diagonal scheme, defined by setting
Zii = 0 ∀i . (A17)
Its graphical rules can be inferred from (2.8) to be
Zij = −1
2
∑
T ij
2
ℓ+1∏
α , (i 6= j) , (A18)
where T ij2 is the set of all 2-trees with vertices i and j belonging to two separate 1-trees.
We pause now to indicate briefly how (2.14) is obtained from (2.1), and why electric
circuit theory becomes relevant in scattering amplitudes [30].
Let Q = 12kak+ kb+ c be a quadratic function of the d-dimensional loop-momentum
vectors ka(1 ≤ a ≤ ℓ), and f0(k) be a polynomial function of ka. The Euclidean-space
Gaussian integral formula
∫
(
ℓ∏
a=1
ddka)f0(k) exp(−Q) =
[
2π
det(a)
]d/2
f0(−∂/∂b) exp
(
−c+ 1
2
ba−1b
)
(A19)
can be used to evaluate (2.1), after (2.13) is used to introduce the Schwinger parameters
and a Wick rotation is made. For subsequent manipulation, the first crucial point to note
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is that the exponent on the rhs of (A19) is the value of −Q evaluated at ∂Q/∂ka = 0, or
at k = −a−1b. From (2.1) and (2.13), Q = −i∑r αrq2r . The N internal momenta qr are
subject to n−1 momentum-conservation constraints (A1), which can be solved to express qr
as linear combinations of the external momenta pi and the ℓ = N−n+1 loop momenta ka.
The resulting Q is a quadratic function of k as required. Nevertheless, the second crucial
observation is that this explicit solution of qr in terms of ka should not be used at this
stage. Instead, ∂Q/∂ka = 0 should be computed using the Lagrange multiplier method,
in which constraints are incorporated into the function Q′ = Q − 2i∑ni=1 Vi(Aq − p)i via
the Lagrange multipliers −2iVi. Then ∂Q/∂ka = 0 can be replaced by ∂Q′/∂qr = 0,
which yields Ohm’s law (A3) and (A2). The momentum-conservation equation (A1) then
becomes Kirchhoff’s current law, and the solution for q is given by (A11). This is how
circuit quantities enter into the scattering amplitude formula (2.13), as described in Sec. 2.
αr, qr, pi, P become respectively the resistance, the internal current, the external current,
and the power of the network. Spacetime points become voltages [30] and translational
invariance becomes level invariance.
Suppose the function f0(k) = S0(q, p) is expressed as a function of q and p. Eq. (A19)
can then be written as
∫
(
ℓ∏
a=1
ddka)S0(q, p) exp(−Q) =
[
2π
det(a)
]d/2
S(q, p) exp(iP ) , (A20)
which eventually leads to (2.14). Here P is given by (2.5) and (2.8), det(a) is essentially
∆ of (2.7). q is given by (2.9) and (A11), and S =
∑
k Sk is given by the sum of S0 and its
contractions, computed according to (2.6). In the language of (A19), contraction between a
pair of loop momenta kd and ke comes from the differentiation (−∂/∂bd)(−∂/∂be) 12ba−1b =
(a−1)de. For more details, please consult Ref. [30].
We turn now to differential circuit identities needed in Sec. 5 and Appendix D. They
are most easily derived in the primitive level scheme, though the result is valid in any
scheme because only level-independent quantities are involved in the formulas.
Using (A4)–(A13), one gets
∂
∂αr
P (α, p) = p
∂Z ′
∂αr
p = (pZ ′Aβ)r(βA
tZ ′p)r = q
2
r , (A21)
∂
∂αs
qr(α, p) = −βsδrsqs + [βAtZ ′Aβ]rs(βAtZ ′p)s = Hrsqs . (A22)
These are the two basic identities from which many other identities can be derived.
An important consequence of (A22) is that current conservation leads to a correspond-
ing contraction-matrix conservation. If
∑
r crqr = 0, then it follows from (A22) that
∑
r
crHrs = 0 (A23)
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for every s. In particular, if a is an external cubic vertex (Fig. 8), at which momentum
conservation reads pa = qa′′ − qa′ , then
Ha′s = Ha′′s (A24)
because pa is αs independent.
The conservation of Hrs wrt one of the two indices, while holding the other one fixed
[eq. (A23)], together with (A24), show that contraction matrix elements act like bilinear
forms of loop momenta. For a ℓ-loop diagram, there are therefore ℓ(ℓ+ 1)/2 independent
Hrs’s. If necessary, by the polarization trick, they can all be written as linear combinations
of diagonal elements, which according to (2.10) are simply derivatives of ln(∆).
The conservation equation (A23) could have been derived from the interpretation of
αsGrs as a current, given immediately below (A13). Note that Hrs differs from Grs by
−βrδrs. The reason why it is Hrs but not Grs that is conserved is because there are also
external current injection at the two ends of line s.
Writing P =
∑
r αrq
2
r , using (A22) and (A21), one gets
N∑
r=1
αrqrHrs =
∑
r
vrHrs = 0 . (A25)
So the voltage drops form an N -dimensional null vector of the matrix H.
We can also obtain a relation for the derivatives of Hrs by differentiating (A22) wrt
αt and use the commutativity of the double derivative. Then
∂Hrs(α)
∂αt
= Hrt(α)Hts(α) . (A26)
So far the relations derived are very general. We shall now derive a set of relations
valid only at external cubic vertices a (see Fig. 8).
An important property of an external vertex a, which can be seen from the graphical
rules (2.7)–(2.11), and (A18), is that ∆(α), Zij (in the diagonal level scheme) and Hrs
depends on αa′ only through the combination αa′ + αa′′ , provided a is not equal to i or j.
Let
∂a = −
∑
r
Aar
∂
∂αr
= − ∂
∂αa′′
+
∂
∂αa′
. (A27)
Then
∂a∆(α) = ∂aHrs = ∂aZij = 0 (A28)
provided i 6= a 6= j. Similar equations do not exist for internal vertices. This is the reason
why the stringlike reorganization discussed in Sec. 5 is valid only for external vertices.
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The first two of these relations also follow from (2.10), (A24), and (A26). The last
relation is clearly level-dependent. The fact that it is true in the diagonal level scheme is
what makes this scheme particularly useful.
We proceed now to derive other level-dependent relations valid in the diagonal scheme.
These relations are useful in Sec. 5. Let
Irm = βr(Zim − Zjm) (A29)
be defined by (2.3) and (A11). It is the current flowing through line r = (ij) when a unit
external current flows out of vertex m. We will assume qr and pm to flow in the same
direction. If not, a minus sign should accompany the appropriate quantities below. Note
that this is an off-shell interpretation, so it is level-scheme dependent, and that current
conservation is not required or assumed.
Write (A13) in the diagonal scheme as follows,
(Zil − Zjl) = (Zik − Zjk)− αr(αsHrs + δrs) , (A30)
where r = (ij) and s = (kl). Let r = s and use (A17). Then
Iri = −βrZij = 1
2
(αrHrr + 1) = −Irj . (A31)
Next, suppose s 6= r. Then (A30) can be written as a recursion formula
Irk = Irl + αsHrs . (A32)
Let s = sq = (miq), sq−1 = (iqiq−1), · · · , s1 = (i2i), r = s0 = (ij) be a continuous path
leading from vertex j to m (see Fig. 12). Using (A32) repeatedly, one gets
Irm =
1
2
(1 + αrHrr) +
q∑
p=1
αspHrsp . (A33)
Suppose a is an external cubic vertex (see Fig. 8) and suppose i 6= j. Using (A28)
and (A33), one gets
∂aIrm = −ρarmHra′ , (A34)
where
ρarm =


0, if a 6= j, i,m;
−1
2
, if a = j 6= m or a = i 6= m;
1
2 , if a = i = m or a = m = j;
1, if a = m 6= i, j.
(A35)
Note that a = j = m indicates the presence of a closed loop. The relations for a = m will
be particularly important. Let
ρar ≡ ρara =
{
1, if Aar = 0;
1
2
, if Aar 6= 0. (A36)
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Then
∂aIra = −ρarHa′r . (A37)
This equation will be used to replace contraction of external cubic vertices by differentia-
tion. See Sec. 5 and Appendix D.
Next, assume a = i 6= m to be an external cubic vertex and use (A29) to compute
∂iIrm = βr(Irm + ∂iZim) . (A38)
Using (A35), this gives
∂iZim =
1
2
αrHrr − Irm ,
which can be written in a form independent of the label and the postition of i, as long as
a 6= m:
∂aZam =
1
2
αa′′Ha′′a′′ − Ia′′m . (A39)
Similarly, using (A29) and (A35), one gets
∂jZjm = −1
2
αrHrr − Irm ,
which in a postition independent form reads
∂aZam = −1
2
αa′Ha′a′ − Ia′m . (A40)
Adding (A39) and (A40), one deduces that as long as a 6= m,
−2∂aZam = 1
2
(αa′ − αa′′)Ha′a′ + (Ia′m + Ia′′m) . (A41)
It is easy to verify that this relation holds for a = m as well. Note however that relations
(A39) and (A40) individually are not valid at a = m.
Multiply (A41) by pm and sum over m. Using the momentum-conservation equation
(A7), one gets
−2
n∑
m=1
∂aZampm = qa′ + qa′′ . (A42)
Using the explicit form for Irm, it is easy to obtain from (A41) that if b = m 6= a is
also an external cubic vertex, then
∂a∂bZab = Ha′b′ . (A43)
It should be emphasized once again that these level-dependent relations are vald only in
the diagonal scheme.
Appendix B: Color factors
Let T a be the U(Nc) generators in the fundamental representation normalized accord-
ing to (3.3). The completeness relation dual to (3.3) is
N2c−1∑
a=0
(T a)ij(T
a)kl = δilδkj . (B1)
This can be used to sum up intermediate color indices as follows. Let X, Y, U, V each
be a product of these generator matrices. Then (B1) implies
N2c−1∑
a=0
(XT aY )ij(UT
aV )kl = (XV )il(UY )kj , (B2)
which is the basis for most of the rules for a color path. In particular, rule 3.
When a three-gluon vertex or a ghost-gluon vertex with colors a, b, c is encountered,
the color factor for the vertex is the Lie-algebra structure constant
fabc = −i{Tr(abc)− Tr(acb)} , (B3)
where a, b, c on the rhs stand for T a, T b, T c, respectively. When a four-gluon vertex is
encountered, the color factor is
fabcd ≡
∑
e
fabefecd = (−i)2{Tr(abcd)− Tr(bacd)− Tr(abdc) + Tr(badc)} . (B4)
In particular, this shows the decoupling between the U(1) and the SU(Nc) in U(Nc):
f0bc = f0bcd = 0 . (B5)
Eqs. (B3) and (B4) are the basis of rule 5 stated in Sec 3.2 for a color path. The predeter-
mined order stated in the rule is determined by which of the terms in (B3) and (B4) are
chosen.
Modifications are necessary for SU(Nc) theories because it has only N
2
c −1 generators.
The completeness relation is now replaced by
N2c−1∑
a=1
(T a)ij(T
a)kl = δilδkj − 1
Nc
δijδkl . (B6)
An exception occurs if somewhere in the connected gluon network a three-gluon, a four-
gluon, or a ghost-gluon vertex occurs. Then because of (B5), we may effectively sum over
all N2c color vertices again, so the correction term on the rhs of (B6) is no longer necessary.
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As a result, color paths and color factors of SU(Nc) are identical to those of U(Nc),
except with the following additions corresponding to the last term of (B6). Two quark
lines, or two protions of the same quark line, may be linked by a single, or more than one
gluon lines. In the latter case, everything is the same as U(Nc). In the former case, a
new option is available when a quark-gluon vertex is encountered while travelling along a
quark line. If this new option is taken, the path will continue along the same quark line
passed the vertex. At the same time, the path along the other quark line, passing through
the other end of the single internal gluon line connecting the two, must also adopt the new
option of going straight forward. The color factor with this new option carries an extra
(−N−1c ) factor but would otherwise be the same as in the U(Nc) case.
In a color covering where new options are taken, the single internal gluon lines in
question will never be traversed by any color path, whereas all the other gluon lines would
be traversed twice as before.
For example, the additional color coverings for Fig. 1 in the case of SU(Nc) are {v1 =
(p2q2q3p3), v2 = (p4q2q1p1)}, {v1 = (p2q1q4p3), v2 = (p4q3q4p1)}, and {v1 = (p2q1p1), v2 =
(p4q3p3)}. The corresponding color factors are −N−1c (1)ij′(1)i′j , −N−1c (1)ij′(1)i′j , and
+N−2c (1)ij(1)i′j′ .
Appendix C. Spinor helicity technique
The massless Dirac spinor in the chiral representation where γ5 is diagonal can be
taken to be
u+(p)|m=0 ≡ |p+〉 =
√
2p0
(
χ+(~p)
0
)
,
u−(p)|m=0 ≡ |p−〉 = −
√
2p0
(
0
χ−(~p)
)
,
u¯+(p)|m=0 ≡ 〈p+ | = −
√
2p0 ( 0 χ∗+(~p) ) ,
u¯−(p)|m=0 ≡ 〈p− | =
√
2p0 (χ∗−(~p) 0 ) , (C1)
where the two-component helicity eigenstate χλ(~p) satisfies
~σ ·~pχλ(~p) = λ|~p|χλ(~k) ,
χ∗λ′(~p)χλ(~p) = δλ′λ , (C2)
and p is in the forward light cone. The normalization adopted in (C1) gives
〈pλ|γµ|pλ〉 = 2pµ . (C3)
In particular, ξp is in the forward light cone if p is and if ξ > 0, then
|(ξp)λ〉 =
√
ξ|pλ〉 ,
〈(ξp)λ| =
√
ξ〈pλ| (C4)
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Chirality conservation implies
〈p± |q±〉 = 0 . (C5)
The non-zero matrix elements are
〈pq〉 = 〈p− |q+〉 = 2
√
p0q0χ∗−(~p)χ+(~q) ,
[pq] = 〈p+ |q−〉 = 2
√
p0q0χ∗+(~p)χ−(~q) . (C6)
Since σ2~σσ2 = −~σ∗, it is convenient to choose the phase of the helicity eigenstates to
satisfy
σ2χλ(~p) = iλχ
∗
−λ(~p) . (C7)
It also determines the phase under charge conjugation. This then implies
χ∗±(~p)χ∓(~q) = χ
∗
±(~p)σ2σ2χ∓(~q) = −χ∗∓(~q)χ±(~p) , (C8)
or equivalently,
〈pq〉 = −〈qp〉 , [pq] = −[qp] = sign(p·q)〈qp〉∗ . (C9)
Note that both p and q are assumed to be in the forward light cone so ∂ ·q ≥ 0.
This phase also gives rise to the relations
〈p± |γµ1 · · ·γµ2n+1 |q±〉 = 〈q ∓ |γµ2n+1 · · ·γµ1 |p∓〉 , (C10)
〈p± |γµ1 · · ·γµ2n |q∓〉 = −〈q ± |γµ2n · · ·γµ1 |p∓〉 . (C11)
Using (C3) and
γp = |p+〉〈p+ |+ |p−〉〈p− | , (C12)
it is easy to see that
〈p+ |γk|q+〉 = [pk]〈kq〉 , 〈p− |γk|q−〉 = 〈pk〉[kq] . (C13)
In particular, using (C3), one gets
〈qp〉[pq] = 2(p·q) . (C14)
Thus up to phases, both 〈pq〉 and [pq] are equal to the square root of 2p·q. This equation
also dictates the sign factor sign(p·q) of (C9) when p·q takes on a negative value.
Fierz identities give the relations
〈AD〉〈CB〉+ 〈AC〉〈BD〉 = 〈AB〉〈CD〉 , (C15)
〈A+ |γµ|B+〉〈C − |γµ|D−〉 = 2[AD]〈CB〉 , (C16)
〈A+ |γµ|B+〉〈C + |γµ|D+〉 = 2[AC]〈DB〉 . (C17)
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The spin factors for fermions discussed in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 are based on eqs. (C13), (C16),
and (C17).
To order (m/p), the Dirac wave functions for small but finite mass m are
u±(p) = |p±〉 + m
2p0
|p˜∓〉 ,
u¯±(p) = 〈p± |+ m
2p0
〈p˜∓ | , (C18)
where p˜ = (p0,−~p) when p = (p0, ~p). If Γ is a product of an even number of γ-matrices,
then 〈p± |Γ|q±〉 = 0, but the limit as m→ 0 of the following exists and can be computed
from (C18):
lim
m→0
{m−1u¯±(p)Γu±(q)} = 1
2p0
〈p˜∓ |Γ|q±〉+ 1
2q0
〈p±|Γ|q˜∓〉 . (C19)
These relations can be used in Sec. 5.2 to calculate the matrix elements of the transformed
vertices.
The photon/gluon polarization vector with helicity ±1 can be chosen to be
ǫµ±(p, k) = ±
〈p± |γµ|k±〉√
2〈k ∓ |p±〉 , (C20)
where the reference momentum k in (C18) is massless but otherwise arbitrary. The choice
of different k corresponds to the choice of a different gauge, and these different choices are
related by
ǫµ+(p, k)→ ǫµ+(p, k′)−
√
2
〈kk′〉
〈kp〉〈k′p〉p
µ . (C21)
These polarization vectors satisfy the following identities:
ǫµ±(p, k) = (ǫ
µ
∓(p, k))
∗ , (C22)
ǫ±(p, k)·p = ǫ±(p, k)·k = 0 , (C23)
ǫ±(p, k)·ǫ±(p, k′) = 0 , (C24)
ǫ±(p, k)·ǫ∓(p, k′) = −1 , (C25)
ǫ±(p, k)·ǫ±(p′, k) = 0 , (C26)
ǫ±(p, k)·ǫ∓(k, k′) = 0 , (C27)
ǫµ+(p, k)ǫ
ν
−(p, k) + ǫ
µ
−(p, k)ǫ
ν
+(p, k) = −gµν +
pµkν + pνkµ
p·k , (C28)
γ ·ǫ±(p, k) = ±
√
2
〈k ∓ |p±〉 (|p∓〉〈k ∓ |+ |k±〉〈p± |) . (C29)
The spin factors for photons/gluons given in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 are direct results of these
equations.
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See the last paper in Ref. [16] for an excellent review of the spinor helicity technique
and its application to tree amplitudes.
Appendix D. Gauge invariance
We discuss in this appendix local gauge invariance in the Schwinger representation,
and from there the stringlike formula (5.7) for scalar QED.
Let us first review how local gauge invariance is usually proved in the momentum
space. Consider the three diagrams in Fig. 13. Each of them is meant to be a part of a
larger, but otherwise common, diagram. Let ǫa be the polarization vector of the external
photon at vertex a. The vertex j may be internal or external. A gauge transformation
produces the change
δǫa = λapa (D1)
for some infinitesimal gauge parameter λa, which in turn produces the following changes
in Figs. 13(a), (b), and (c):
δa = λae
2pa ·[(q + pa) + q] 1−(q + pa)2 [(q
′ − pj) + q′]ν
= λae
2[(q + pa)
2 − q2] 1−(q + pa)2 [2q
′ − pj ]ν
→ −λae2[2q′ − pj ]ν ,
δb = λae
2pa ·[(q′ − pa) + q′] 1−(q′ − pa)2 [(q + pj) + q]
ν
= λae
2[q
′2 − (q′ − pa)2] 1−(q′ − pa)2 [2q + pj ]
ν
→ λae2[2q + pj ]ν ,
δc = 2λae
2pνa . (D2)
The arrows single out the term that cancels the propagator. The remaining term will
cancel another propagator (not shown) on the other side of the vertex. Thus the total
local change is
δa + δb + δc → −e2λa[(2q′ − pj)− (2q + pj)− 2pa]ν = 0 , (D3)
which shows local gauge invariance at an external vertex.
In short, the proof depends on the cancellation of an adjacent propagator from the
divergence of the vertex, thereby reducing both Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) to the seagull form
13(c), and the coefficients of these three identical diagrams add up to zero.
In spite of its similarity to (2.1), this proof of local gauge invariance will not work for
(2.14) because of the presence of the additional terms Sk, and because the propagator T in
(2.15) can no longer be canceled by the divergence of the vertex factor. Instead, we shall
have to adopt a new technique in which Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) are turned into the seagull
form Fig. 13(c) by shrinking the relevant propagators, rather than by canceling them.
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The success of this depends crucially on the two differential circuit identities (A21)
and (A22). Under the gauge change (D1), the change of the vertex Ca = eǫa ·(qa′ + qa′′)
can be obtained from (A21) and the conservation equation
pa = qa′′ − qa′ (D4)
to be
δCa = λaepa ·(qa′ + qa′′) = −λae∂aP , (D5)
where ∂a is defined in (5.10). The gauge change of the contraction of Ca with any internal
momentum qr is
δ(Ca ⊔ qr) = λa(−ie/2)(Ha′r +Ha′′r)pa = −ieλaHa′rpa (D6)
when (A24) is used, and using (A22) this is equal to
λa(ie∂a)qr = ieλa(Ha′rqa′ −Ha′′rqa′′) = −ieλaHa′rpa . (D7)
This means that the momenta in Ca and their contractions can both be obtained from the
operator ie∂a.
Consequently, if Ca is factored out of the numerator factor S0 in (2.1),
S0(q, p) = CaS
′
0(q, p) , (D8)
the gauge change of the amplitude
A =
∫
[DSα]∆
−d/2S(q, p) exp[−i{M − P}] (D9)
under (D1) is simply
δA =
∫
[DSα](ieλa∂a){∆−d/2S′(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )]} , (D10)
where S′ =
∑
k S
′
k is the sum of S
′
0 and all its contractions.
Instead of having the propagators cancelled, as in (D2), local gauge invariance under
(D1) is now accomplished by the operator (ie∂a), which upon integration, produce two
terms of opposite signs respectively with α′a and α
′′
a zero. Since the α’s are resistances,
setting them zero is equivalent to short-circuiting that branch, which effectively turns
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) into the seagull form of Fig. 13(c). The rest of the proof of local
gauge invariance is similar to (D3).
Under a reparametrization transformation of the proper time τ , a function f(τ) is
changed by an amount (δτ)(/pf(τ)/∂τ). Taking the Schwinger parameters as proper-time
parameters, eq. (D10) can be interpreted as a special kind of proper-time transformation
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of the integrand of (D9), with the vertex a removed. In that sense a gauge transforma-
tion can be regarded as a proper-time reparametrization. This is tentalizing because in
string theories gauge invariance follows from worldsheet reparametrization and conformal
invariances. In the infinite tension limit, where string theory becomes a gauge theory,
the worldsheet variable σ disappears leaving behind only the proper time τ . Conformal
invariance also vanishes so only proper-time reparametrization is left, nevertheless gauge
invariance still holds. It is therefore tempting to relate gauge invariance with proper-time
reparametrization invariance. Indeed such a relation exists at least in the form of eq. (D10).
We can now repeat the same argument and compute the change of the quantity inside
the curly bracket of (D10) when another external photon b undergoes a gauge change, and
so on down the line to obtain the total change to be
δA =
∫
[DSα](ie
n3∏
a=1
λa∂a){∆−d/2Sint(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )]}
≡
∫
[DSα] exp[ie
n3∑
a=1
λa∂a]ML{∆−d/2Sint(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )]} , (D11)
where Sint(q, p) is the same internal-vertex numerator function used in (5.7). The subscript
ML for the exponential indicates that only the term multilinear in all the ∂a should be
kept when that exponential is expanded into power series.
Eq. (D11) has the advantage that contractions with, and among, the external vertices
Ca are automatically carried out by the operators ieλa∂a, which according to (D5) are
needed to produce the internal momenta at the vertices a to begin with. Now δA is
obtained from A by having ǫa replaced by λapa. Conversely, one might think that A can be
obtained from δA by replacing λapa with ǫa, or by replacing [ieλa∂a] with [ie∂aǫa·(∂/∂pa)].
In that case, one gets
A =
∫
[DSα] exp[ie
n3∑
a=1
ǫa ·Da]ML{∆−d/2Sint(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )]} , (D12)
Dµa ≡ ∂a
∂
∂paµ
. (D13)
By carrying out the momentum translation implied by the first exponential factor, one
gets (5.7) (except for the ηas factor in (5.11)).
The argument given above, though simple and intuitive, is actually full of flaws. For
one thing (D13) is meaningful only when we know how to extend the functions it operates
on off-shell (see Appendix A), but no specification has been given in (D12) as to what
level scheme to be used for such an off-shell extension. Another point is that while it
is completely correct to obtain δA from A by the substitution ǫa → λapa, the inverse
substitution to get from δA to A is full of uncertainties because one would not know
which pa’s in δA are to be so replaced. The argument leading to (D12) was presented
mainly to show the closeness between the stringlike formula and the local gauge invariance
considerations. Beyond that it should not be taken seriously.
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The correct derivation makes use of (A37), (A42), and (A43). If a, b are external
cubic vertices, and there are n3 of those altogether, then (A42) and (A43) show that the
external cubic vertices
∏n3
a=1 Ca = e
∏n3
a=1 ǫa·(qa′+qa′′), as well as their mutual contractions
Ca ⊔ Cb = −2ie2ǫa ·ǫbHa′b′ , can all be obtained from exp(iP ) = exp(i
∑
i,j pi ·pjZij) by
shifting pa to pa + ieǫa∂a, and taking the terms multilinear (ML) in the ǫa’s. This proves
(5.7) when Sint0 = 1. When S
int
0 (q, p) 6= 1, contractions of pairs of q’s within Sint0 , as well
as contractions of those in Sint0 with those in Ca are necessary. The former turns S
int
0 into
Sint(q, p), and the latter, Ca ⊔ qr = −ieǫaHa′r, according to (A37) can be accomplished
by shifting pa within qr to pa + ieρ
−1
ar ǫa∂a, as stated in (5.7) and (5.9).
So far we have considered gauge invariance for external photon lines. The proof of
local gauge invariance for internal photon lines is similar but more complicated. The main
difference is that momentum conservation and (A23) have to be used more extensively.
Here is how it goes.
The vertex i in Fig. 14 is meant to be the same as the vertex a in Figs. 13a, except
that it is now internal. Being internal, the photon line with momenta pi must connect to
another charged line at a vertex k, as shown. Factor out the explicit factors connecting
vertices i and k, we can write the numerator function S0 of (2.1) in the Feynman gauge as
S0 = e
2[(qi′′ + qi′)·(qk′′ + qk′)]S′0 . (D14)
Using (5.5), a gauge change of the photon joining i and k would lead to a change
δS0 = (δξ)[pi ·(qi′′ + qi′)][pi ·(qk′′ + qk′)]p−2i S′0 . (D15)
Strictly speaking, the denominator p−2i above should not appear in δS0. When we go over
to the parametric representation (2.14), this factor can be replaced by a factor iαi, so we
can effectively ignore this factor from now on.
Defining
∂i = ∂/∂αi′ − ∂/∂αi′′ , ∂k = ∂/∂αk′ − ∂/∂αk′′ , (D16)
then the claim is that the change of A in (2.14) is given by
δA = (δξ)
∫
[DSα](ie∂i)(−ie∂k){iαi∆−d/2(α)S′(q, p) exp[−i(M − P )]} , (D17)
where S′(q, p) is the sum of S′0 and its contractions S
′
k. The proof follows.
Using (A21) and momentum conservation, it follows like before that
∂iP = −pi ·(qi′′ + qi′) , ∂kP = pi ·(qk′′ + qk′) . (D18)
To show that these differential operators ∂i and ∂k also generates contractions correctly,
let us take an internal momentum qr and compute its contraction with pi ·(qi′′ + qi′):
pi ·(qi′′ + qi′) ⊔ qr = −(i/2)[Hir(qi′′ + qi′) + (Hi′′r +Hi′r)pi] . (D19)
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On the other hand, using (A22),
(i∂i)qr = i[Hi′rqi′ −Hi′′rqi′′ ] = (i/2)[(Hi′r −Hi′′r)(qi′ + qi′′) + (Hi′r +Hi′′r)(qi′ − qi′′)] .
(D20)
Using momentum conservation and contraction-function conservation (A23), eqs. (D20)
and (D19) are seen to be identical. So (i∂i) does produce the correct contraction with any
internal momentum qr, and similarly the same is true for (−i∂k).
The remaining item to consider is the effect of (i∂i) and (−i∂k) on ∆−d/2 and where
that comes from. According to (2.10),
(i∂i)∆
−d/2 = (id/2)∆−d/2(Hi′i′ −Hi′′i′′) . (D21)
The factor (id/2)∆−d/2(Hi′i′ −Hi′′i′′) is what one would get from the contraction within
the factor −pi ·(qi′′ + qi′),
−pi ⊔ (qi′′ + qi′) = (i/2)gµµ(Hii′ +Hii′′) , (D22)
when d = gµµ and (A23) are used. Other contractions can also obtained by differentiations.
Thus eq. (D17) is valid. The rest of the proof is very similar to the situation in momentum
space.
Once again eq. (D17) supports the interpretation of gauge invariance to be a proper-
time reparametrization invariance.
Appendix E. Gordon Identity
The off-shell Gordon identity used in Sec. 5.2 was proven in Ref. [27]. An alternative,
diagramatic, proof will be given in this appendix.
The central identity to use is
e[γA(m+ γq′)− (m− γq′′)γA] = CµAµ + SµAµ , (E1)
where
Cµ = e(q′ + q′′)µ ,
Sµ = −ieσµν(q′ − q′′)ν . (E2)
Apply this to Fig. 13a, now considered as a part of a spinor QED diagram, with q′′ ≡
q + pa = q
′ − pj and spinor vertices FµAµ = eγµAµ:
e2γAa[m− γq′′]−1γAj[m− γq′]−1 = eγAa{eγAj + [m− γq′′]−1[C ·Aj + S ·Aj]}(m2 − q′2)−1 .
(E3)
A similar result is obtained for Fig. 12b. In this way the scalar propagator, the cubic scalar
vertex C and the magnetic-moment vertex S emerge. The seagull scalar vertex is obtained
by combining the first terms of Fig. 12a and 12b to get e2{γAa, γAj} = 2e2gµνAaµAjν →
QµνAµAν .
At a vertex next to an incoming electron line with momentum q′, the vertex factor
eγA can be replaced by the factor eγA(m+ γq′)/2m, to enable (E1) to be used to derive
(E2) and (E3). This accounts for the extra factor (2m)−1 per incoming electron. No factor
is needed for an outgoing electron of momentum q′′ because the second term on the lhs of
(E1), when operating on the outgoing electron, is zero and can be added in freely.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. A QCD diagram with internal momenta qr and Feynman (Schwinger) parameters αr.
Each external fermion line is lablelled by (momentum, color, helicity).
Fig. 2. A QCD diagram with internal momenta qr and external momenta pi. Each external
line is labelled by (momentum, color).
Fig. 3. A QED or QCD diagram with internal momenta qr and external momenta pi. The
external line labels are (momentum, helicity).
Fig. 4. A QED or QCD diagram with internal momenta qr and external momenta pi. The
external line labels are (momentum, helicity).
Fig. 5. Modified diagram of Fig. 4 used to compute spinor paths and spin factors. ki are the
reference momentum of the gluon whose actual momentum is pi.
Fig. 6. Color-oriented QCD vertices in the background gauge used in color and spin paths.
The quark, gluon, and ghost lines are respectively represented by a thick solid line, a
thin solid line, and a dashed line. External gluon lines are indicated by a circled ‘A’.
Color is arranged in clockwise order, with color factors given by the trace of products of
generators in that order for gluons and ghosts. For the quark-gluon vertex in diagram
(t), the color factor is T a. All momenta are assumed to be outgoing, with the spin
factors written below the diagrams. The Lorentz index is that of the dislodged line,
the presence of the coupling constant g or g2 is understood. Because of the unusual
normalization (3.3), this coupling constant g is 1/
√
2 of the usual one. For example,
if the (momentum, Lorentz index, color index) labels of line 1 is (q1, α, a), of line 2 is
(q2, β, b), etc., the total vertex factor for Fig. 6(a) is gTr(T
aT bT c)(q2 − q3)α, and for
Fig. 6(e) is +2g2Tr(T aT bT cT d)gαγgβδ, and for Fig. 6(t) is gT
aγα.
Fig. 7. A spinor path for Fig. 2, where ki is the reference momentum for an external gluon
whose actual momentum is pi. Each external line is labelled by (momentum, helicity).
Fig. 8. A cubic electromagnetic vertex for scalar QED. The solid and dashed lines are respec-
tively the charged scalar and photon lines.
Fig. 9. A quartic (seagull) vertex for scalar QED. The solid and dashed lines are respectively
the charged scalar and photon lines.
Fig.10. m-loop vector paths for a pure QCD diagram. Here m = 6.
Fig.11. Some other possible vector paths for the same m-loop as Fig. 10.
Fig.12. A figure used to demonstrate eq. (A33).
Fig.13. A portion of a scalar QED diagram used to demonstrate local gauge invariance of an
external photon line.
Fig.14. A portion of a scalar QED diagram used to demonstrate local gauge invariance of an
internal photon line.
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